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Introduction
In their powerful consecutive works [5]-[7], [9], [12], Donsker and Varadhan
have developed the theory of large deviations for Markov processes. Applying
their fundamental theorems, they also obtained several remarkable results [8],
[10], [11], [13] concerning the large-time asymptotics for certain Markov pro-
cesses. Although each theorem in their works on general theory involves the
probabilities of large deviations for a single Markov process, it is quite natural
in some applications (see [11], [19], [16]) to consider those for a family of sto-
chastic processes. In the present paper we study the theory of large deviations
for a certain family of stochastic processes converging to a Markov process,
which corrseponds to the general theory in [12]. As its applications we prove
some theorems on the Chung type laws of iterated logarithm, generalizing some
reuslts in [10].
Let X be a Polish space and let Ω [resp. Ω+] denote the space of ^-valued
right-continuous functions on (—00, -j-oo) [resp. [0, + 00)] without discontinui-
ties of the second kind, endowed with the Skorohod type topology. Let θt
denote the shift operator on Ω, i.e., θtω=ω(t+ •). For any t>0 definep t: Ω+-*
Ω by (ptω) (s)=ω(s), 0^s<£, and (ptω) (s+t)=(ptω) (s)> — °o<o<oo. We can
define for any £>0 and ω^Ω+
(1) RttJ(A) = Rt(ω, ^4) = — Γ XA(θspto>) ds, A cΩ .t Jo
Let c5}/
s
(Ω) denote the space of all probability measures Q on Ω such that Q°θj1
=Q, — oo<£<oo, i.e., the space of all stationary processes on X. Note that Rt
(ω, )ec3f/
s
(Ω). For any QG.<3HS(£Ϊ) we denote the one-dimensional marginal of
Let {#(£)} be a homogeneous Markov process on X. In [12] Donsker and
Varadhan give the definition of the entropy function H(Q)y ^Sc s^(Ω), associated
* Supported in part by the Yukawa Foundation.
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with the Markov process {x(t)} and prove that, under suitable hypotheses, H( )
governs the rate at which Prob {Rt(x( ), )e^l}->0 as £— >oo for suitable Ad<3Ms
(Ω) (see Theorems 1.1 and 1.2).
In principle, our main results (Theorems 2.1 and 2.2) can be stated as
follows : Let {x(t)} be as above. Suppose we are given a family of Markov
processes {#8(£)}> £>0, on some space J£ and a mapping n from -X" onto X. Let
(2) x\t) = *[*•(*)],
Suppose that the family of porcesses {#*(£)} converges in law on Ω+ to {x(t)}
as 8 I 0. (Precisely, we should mention about the starting points of the pro-
cesses i%*(t)} and {#(£)}, but we do not go into details here; see (Af), (A*>) and
(B8) in Section 2.) Then we have
(3) En — log Prob iRt(x\ ), )e^[}^-inf H(Q)
-
ε o
for any weakly closed set ^4Cc5K
s
(Ω) such that {?[j2]; Q^A} is tight, and
(4) lim — log Prob {#,(**(•)> )tΞA}^-'mf H(Q)
t-+°° t Q^A
ε j O
for any weakly open set AdJM
s
(Ω,). (In the trivial case that %*(i)=x(t) for
every 8 >0 we recover the results in [12].)
Such theorems are precisely stated in Section 2 and the proofs of them
are given in Sections 3 and 4.
In Sectoin 5 some examples of {#ε(£)}, £>0, are given. We give here
two typical ones in the simplest forms to illustrate the feature of our results.
EXAMPLE 1 (Example 5.2). Consider the process of the form
(5)
Here {Y(t)} is a "strongly" ergodic Markov process on an auxiliary space S,
and F(y) is a suitable function on S satisfying the centering condition :
(6) \ F(y)P(dy) = 0,
J S
where JP denotes the invariant probability measure of {F(/)}. Let x*(t)=8X
(t/β2) and y*(t)= Y(t/62) so that (x*(t), y\ί)) forms a Makrov process on Rl X S for
each £>0. It is known [22] that {#*(£)} converges to a Brownian motion {x(t)}
as £ I 0. For the family {#*(*)}, £>0, the assertions (3) and (4) hold with H(Q)
being the entropy function for {x(ί)} . In this example we take
X = R\ X = Xx S, π(x, y) = x and %\t) = (x\t), y\t)) .
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EXAMPLE 2 (Example 5.3). Let a(x) be a periodic measurable function on
R1 such that (Xv^a(x)^v~l<oG for some constant z>>0. Let {X(f)} be the
diffusion process associated with
<
7
> "-
and let x*(i)=εX(t/ε2). It is known [15] that there exists a Brownian motion
{#(?)} such that {x*(t)} converges in law on Ω"1" to {x(t)} the limiting Brownian
motion is called the homogenized process for the family {x*(t)} , or simply, for
{X(t}}. The assertions (3) and (4) hold for {x\t)}> £>0, with the entropy func-
tion H(Q) for the homogenized process {x(t)}. Here we take J£=X=Rl, π(x)
=x and X'(t)=x'(t).
Note that fiϊn
e
;0 ϊίϊn,.^  /(£, t) ^  ϊίrn,^ /(£, t) for any function /(£, J), £>0,
ε o
ί>0. Thus, if we define /t(^)=Πm/^. — logProb {Λ,(*8( )> )e^> and/8(.4)
1 ^0 — log Prob {Λί(Λf( ), )e-^}> then we have, from (3) and (4), as 8 J, 0
ΐ
(8) 7V)^ -inf fl(Q)+o(l) for A as in (3) ,
(9) J\A) ^  -inf ff(g)+o(l) for A as in (4) .
QSA
This means that probabilities of large deviations for {x*(t)} with £>0 fixed
can be also controled by the entropy function H(Q), but only approximately.
(Of course, the error terms 0(1) in (8) and (9) are not uniform for Ad<3tt
s
(Ω).)
Let Ψ(j3) be a bounded (weakly) continuous function on <5K5(Ω). In case
that X is compact, we have as a corollary to (3) and (4)
(10) lίm — log E fc**W*fω. »j. = sup [Ψ(O)- fl(O)] .
As the above argument, we have from (10)
lim US — log E {*«W*f <•>.•»} = lim lim -L log £ { * }
6 Λ
 '
ίψO (*~
= sup
Let
(11) Lt(ω, A) = ^-{' XA(ω(s)) ds, A CX.t Jo
In [9], Donsker and Varadhan define the I-function I(μ), μ^JM(X) (the space
of probability measures on X) for a Markov process {x(t)} and prove that I(μ)
governs the rate at which Prob {Lt(x( )9 )e^4}->0 as ί->oo for suitable Adjfli
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(X) as H(Q) did for Rt(x( ), •). Such results for Lt(x( ), •) are the corollaries
to those for Rt(x( ), •) since q[Rt(ω, )]=Lt(ω, •) and I(μ) =infQ , qtQi=μ H(Q) as
was pointed out in [12]. Similarly, we have as corollaries to (3) and (4)
(12) hm — log Prob {L,(*f( )> Oe^> ^  ~inf A A*)
ίtΓ * *e4
for any weakly compact set Ad<5H(X), and
(13) lim — log Prob {£,(*'(•)> )^ } ^  -Inf /(μ)
ίtΓ * μe4
for any weakly open set A d<5W(X). In some applications the results for Lt(x*
(•), • ), like (12) and (13), will be convenient. In fact, we will give the applica-
tions of (12) and (13) in Section 6.
In Section 6, the Chung type laws of iterated logarithm are proved for a
certain class of homogenizable (see (H) in Section 6) processes on Rd. For
example, we prove that for the process {X(t)} in Example 1
(14) lim - sup \X(s) I = a.s. ,v
 ' '•>- \ t i o^/i*1 wι v'g
where #>0 denotes the variance of the limiting Brownian motion {x(t)} in
Example 1. (See Theorem 6.8 and Remark 6.1.)
In the proof of (14) we apply (12) and (13) to the family of processes x*(t)
=εX(tlε2), £>0. In [16], Jain has proved (14) in the case that X(t) (ί=0, 1, — )
are the sums of independent identically distributed random variables in the
domain of attraction of the normal distribution, by using large deviation
theorems for a family of Markov chains converging to a Brownian motion,
which are also developed by himself. Thus our results like (14) in Section 6
can be considered as analogues of the results by Jain for continuous time pro-
cesses, but it is the advantage of our results that {X(t)} in (14) is not necessarily
Markovian itself. Further, we note that in [10] theorems like (12) and (13) for
the family of the processes xz(t)=εX(t/ε2) have been already used implicitly
in case that {X(t)} is itself a Brownian motion. But in that case {x*(t)} is the
same in law as {X(t)} for every £>0 and so theorems on large deviations for
the single process {X(t)} were sufficient. (See Remark 6.2 for some other results
in [10] and [16].)
Finally, we make a brief comment on another application to the problem of
the Wiener sausage (see [17], [8]). For S>0, t^O and ω<ΞΩ+ (with X= Rd)
consider the set C](ω)={y^Rd\ \ω(ή—y\<8 for some $e[0, t]}. Let {X(ΐ)}
be a ^/-dimensional Brownian motion. It is proved in [8] that for any z>>0
(15) lim ί "TO" log £{<f V|c<mo) '}--%)
/->β»
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with k(v) = mi \y \ {/>0} | +/(/έίx?)], where | | denotes the J-dimensional
/2>0,j7<ί*-l
volume and I(fdx) denotes the /-function for the Brownian motion {X(t)}.
Formula (15) is also known ([11], [19]) for a certain class of processes with
independent increments. By using the results of the present paper, we can
prove (15) when \X(t)} is a homogenizable diffusion process with periodic coef-
ficients (for example, the process {X(t}} in Example 2). The details of this
part will appear elsewhere.
1. Notations and preliminaries
In the present paper we will use the following notations. Let (E, 8} be any
measurable space and let 3 be any sub σ-field of £. We denote by B(ΈF) the
set of all bounded £?-measurable functions on E and by < (^£?) the set of all
probability measures on (E, £F). If E is a Polish space, then we denote by C(E)
the set of all bounded continuous functions on E and by J3(E) the topological σ-
filed in E. In that case we write B(E) and JM(E) for B(3)(E)) and JM(3)(E))9
respectively, and we assume that JM(E) is endowed with the weak topology so
that <JM(E) is itself a Polish space.
Let X be a complete separable metric space with metric d. Let / denote
either of (-00, +00), [0, +00) and [0, T] (Γ>0) and let D(I-»X) denote the
space of all X-valued right continuous functions on / without discontinuities of
the second kind. We now recall the definition of the topology on D(I-*X) of the
Skorohod type (see [3], [18], [25]). For {ω
n
} cD(I-+X) and
 ω
tΞD(I-*X) {ωj-
is said to converge to ω in D(I-*X) and we write ωM->ω in D(I-*X) if there
exists a sequence {λM} of strictly increasing continuous mappings from / onto
itself such that
(1.1) sup [d(ω
Λ
(\
n
(t))> ω(t))+ \\
n
(t)-t l]->0 as n->oo
for every finite Γ>0, where /
Γ
=/Π [— T, T\. It is known that D(I->X) with
the above convergence is a Polish space. In the following we will write, for
simplicity, Ω, Ω+ and D[0, T] (Γ>0) for Z>((— <*>, +oo)->JSΓ), D([0, +°°)-*X)
andD([0, T\-+X), respectively. For — °°^s^t^ + oo, we denote by 3*t the
σ-field in Ω generated by {ω(σ); σ^[s, f\ Γ\(— °°, +°°)} It is known that
.3(Ω)= £FT~ and we can naturally identify ^(Ω+) and ^(Z)[0, T]) with ΞFl and
£Fr, respectively. On the other hand, we have natural inclusion relations:
(1.2) c5K(Ω)^ι3H(9ΐ)^ JKίffS-) ,
which are defined by the restriction mappings μ W->μ|3H f°Γ μ^^(Λ) and μ
W^μigro for μ^JM(3!π), respectively. Thus we can think as
(1.3) JK(Ω)CJ^(Ω+)C JK(Z>[0, T]) .
In the present paper we repeatedly use such relations without any specifications.
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We define the shift operator θt on ίl by θtω=ω(t+ ). We also use the same
notation θt for the shift operator on Ω
+
 if 1 2^0. Let JMS(Ω) denote the set of all
μ^<3tt(Ω,) which are stationary, i.e., μ°θτl = μ for all t^R1. <5ft
s
(£ϊ) is a closed
subspace of <3H(Ω).
In the rest of this section we will recall the results of Donsker and Varadhan
[12] for the comparison to our results and for later use. We will mainly follow
the notations in [12]. Let {P
x
} be a homogeneous Markov process with sample
space Ω,+. We will always impose the following hypothesis.
(A) #ΛΛΛ->P
Λ
 is a continuous mapping from X to
We now define the entropy H(Q) of Q^3tt
s
(Ω) with respect to {P
x
} by
(1.4)
where
(1.5) A(ω)= sup [ίφjρ
ω
-logLφJP
ω(0)]
J J
with Q
ω
 denoting the regular conditional probability distribution of Q given 3V00.
It is known that H(Q) is a lower semicontinuous affine functional on c5K5(Ω) with
values in [0, +00]. We also define for t>0 and
(1.6) R(t, Q) = sup [J ΦdQ-\ (log ί ΛZP
βω
Φ<ΞB(3^) J J J
Later we will use the following relation [12; Theorem 3.6]:
(1.7) H(Q) = lim B(t, Q)lt = sup R(t, Q)\t .
For any ί>0 define^,: Ω+-» Ω by
(1.8) (Aω)(ί) = «(ί) for 0^s<t ,
(Pt<o)(s+t) = (ptω)(ή for all ,e(-oo,+oo),
and for any 5e^(Ω) define
(1.9) Λ/f-(B) = - Γ Xβ(ίf M) *
ί Jo
This gives the mapping ωAΛΛ->jR
ίίω
 from Ω+ into c^/
s
(ίl) which is £??-measurable
for each t>0. Thus we can define
(1.10) ΓttX(A) = Px(ω<ΞΩ,+ :Rt,ω£ΞA) for
The one dimensional marginal of any Q^JMS(Ω) is denoted by q[Q]9 which
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defines the mapping q: JMS(Ω)->JM(X), i.e., ?K?]=£?(ω(0)e ) Further, the
family {?[£>]; Q^A} is denoted by q[A] for any AdJM
s
(Ω).
The following theorem gives the asymptotic upper bound for TttX as t— >°°.
Theorem 1.1 ([12; Lemma 4.4]). Suppose (A) is satisfied. Let A be a
closed subset of c5K
s
(Ω) such that q[A] is a tight family of JH(X). Then
(1.11) En— log sup TttX(A)^-mf H(Q) .
Next we will be concerned with the lower bound for TttX. Let p(t} xy dy)
denote the transition probability of {P
x
} . We will impose the following hypo-
thesis.
(B) (i) There exists a σ-finite measure a on X and a function p(x, y)
on XxX such that p(ly xy dy)=p(x,y) a(dy) and p(x,y)>Q for α-almost all
for all x^X.
(ii) p ( ί y x, B) is continuous in xG X for every
Theorem 1.2 ([12; Theorem 5.5]). Suppose (A) and (B) are satisfied.
Let Q e c_5K
s
(Ω) fo ΛΛ λ ί/zαί #(£)) < oo and let N be a neighborhood of Q in Jtt
s
(Ω).
Let K1 be a compact set in X such that α(^x)>0 and let K be any compact set
in X. Then
(1.12) Hmi-log inf P
x
(Rt,^N, ω(t}^K^-H(Q) ./-><» f *e£
In particular, if G is an open set in c5K
s
(Ω) and K is any compact set in X, then
(1.13) Hm— log inf Γ/fjf(G)^-inf H(Q) ./->«* f x^κ ' Q^G
REMARK 1.1. The bound (1.12) follows immediately from the proof of
Theorem 5.5 in [12]. What is stated in Theorem 5.5 in [12] is (1.13), while
(1.12) asserts a little more than it. Later, in the proof of Theorem 2.2 below,
we will use (1.12) rather than (1.13).
We now recall the definition of the /-function for {P
x
} defined in [9] and its
relation to the entropy function H(Q).
Let { J1,} denote the semigroup on C(X) corresponding to {P
x
} and let
(1.14) /,(/*)= sup
where C(X)+ denotes the set of all u^C(X) such that inf
x
<=
x
u(x)>Q. It is
easy to see that It(μ) is subadditive in £>0 for each μ^JM(X), and so we can
define
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(1.15) I(μ) = lim — It(μ) = sup -1 It(μ),
'->o t *>o t
Following [9] (see Remark 1.2 below), we call I(μ) the /-function for {P
x
}. It
is easy to see that I(μ) is a convex, lower semicontinuous function on
with values in [0, + 00].
It was shown in [12; Theorem 6.1] that for any
(1.16) I(μ)= inf
Q : l
which we will refer to as the contraction principle.
REMARK 1.2. Let L be the infinitesimal generator of {Tt} having 3)(L) as
its domain. Then we can easily obtain
(1.17)
where 3)(L)+=<3)(L) Γl C(X)+, provided £D(L)+ is rich enough in the sense that,
in (1.14), C(X)+ can be replaced by 4)(L)+. In [9], the /-function I(μ) for
{P
x
} was defined by (1.17).
2. Main results
In this section we will state our main results without proof. Recall that {P
x
}
is a homogeneous Markov process with sample space Ω+—Z)([0, oo)->j5Q and that
H(Q) denotes the entropy of Q& JKS(Ω) with respect to {Px}. Suppose we are
given a family of homogeneous Markov processes $*=({%%} feo> {P\}χέx)> £>0,
on a measurable space J? and a measurable mapping r from J? onto .X". Here %]
is a mapping from the underlying probability space β to J? such that #/(ώ) is
jointly measurable in (t, ω)e[0, oo)χβ. Further, suppose that there exists a
family {^ }^ 0 °f measurable mappings of O into itself such that %*sofft=%*+sy s^
0, ί^O. We write %*(t, ώ) for x{(ω) and let
(2.1) Λ8(ί, ώ) = π(%\t, ώ)), ί^O ,
Although we do not assume any sample properties of the process {#ε(ί, ω)} itself,
we assume that for each 8>0
(2.2) *8( , ω)eΩ+ P~a.s. for every
Define a family {/*-}• 7
e
^> £>0, of measures on Ω+ by
(2.3) P~(5) = P~(ώ: ^ ( , ω)<Ξ#
REMARK 2.1. Throughout the paper, π and even J? may depend on £>0.
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In fact, in Section 6, we will meet the case that π actually depends on 6 >0.
We make a hypothesis.
(Af) If β
 n
 I 0 and π(%
n
)-*x<= X, then
(2.4) P~"->P
Λ
 in JK(Ω+) as n-*°o .
REMARK 2.2. It is easy to see that (AJ) implies (A). Thus (A?) as well
as (A) implies the Feller property of {P
x
} and hence that P
x
 has no fixed dis-
continuities for any x^X. Therefore, by [18; Theorem 3] we can replace (2.4)
by
(2.4)' Pi" -»P, in <3i(D[Q, 7Ί) as «->oo for every T<
x
 n
Recall Rt>ω is defined by (1.9) and define
(2.5) Γttϊ(A) = P~(ω:Rt>ω(ΞA) for
We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of Γ? j as £— >oo and £ j 0 simul-
taneously.
First, we will be concerned with the upper bound for Γj f*. In addition
to (Af), we will impose the following hypothesis.
(A!) For any £>0 and any compact set KdX, {P~ %^π~lK} is tight as
a family of measures on Z)[0, 1].
Theorem 2.1. Suppose (Af) and (A§) are satisfied. Let A be a closed
subset of c5J/
s
(Ω) such that q[A] is a tight family in <JH(X). Then
(2.6) ϊίm — log sup Γf ?(A) ^ -inf H(O) .
ίtr * e* ' ^A
The proof will be given in Section 3.
REMARK 2.3. If X is compact, then the hypothesis that q[A] is tight in
Theorem 2.1 is automatically satisfied.
Next we are concerned with the lower bound for Γ/^. We assume that (A!)
and (B) are satisfied. Recall that p(ty x, dy) denotes the transition probability of
{P
x
} and a(dy) denotes the reference measure in (B). Let f>\t, %, d$) denote
the transition probability of {P~} . We will impose either of the following two
hypotheses.
(Bβ) There exists a compact set K^X such that α(jf^1)>0 and that if 6n J,
0 and π(^
n
)^x^Xy then
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(2.7) Urn 2 «(1, *., π-1K1)=p(l) x, KJ .
»->00
(C) There exists a relatively compact open set G^C-X" such that a(G1)>0.
REMARK 2.4. Hypothesis (C) is automatically satisfied if X is locally com-
pact.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose (AJ) and (B) are satisfied. Further, suppose either
(B8) or (C) is satisfied. Let A be an open subset of <^MS(Ω) and let K be a com-
pact set in X. Then
(2.8) Km -1 log inf ΓJ z(A) ^ -inf H(Q) .
*+~ t *=*C?D« ' ^
The proof will be given in Section 4.
REMARK 2.5. Consider the trivial case that J£=X, π(x)=x and Pl=P
x
 for
every £>0. Then (A) implies (A?) and (AS), and also (B) implies (Bε). Thus
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are generalizations of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, respectively.
REMARK 2.6. Let C([0, 1]->X) [resp. C([0, oo)->Jf)] denote the space of all
continuous functions from [0, 1] [resp. [0, oo)] to X with the topology of uniform
convergence on [0, 1] [resp. on every finite interval /c[0, ex?)]. Suppose that
(2.9) JP~(C[0, oo)->X)) = 1 for all £<Ξ.ξ" and all £>0 .
Then it is not difficult to see that (Af) is satisfied if and only if (AJ) with Ω+
replaced by O([0, oo)-»JQ is satisfied (in that case P
x
 is necessarily supported
on C([0, oo)-> )^, and that (AJ) is satisfied if and only if (AJ) with Z)[0, 1]
replaced by O([0, l]-*Jf) is satisfied. This is because C([0, oo)^JQ and C([0, 1]
-*X) are closed subspaces of Π+ and Z)[0, 1], respectively.
The following is a corollary to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2; the proof is established
by the argument in [27; Section 3].
Corollary 2.1. Suppose that (AI), (A!) and (B) #r£ satisfied and that X is
compact. Let Ψ be a real-valued bounded continuous function on J5KS(Ω). Then
uniformly for %£=%
(2.10) lim — log E~[e™^] = sup [V(Q)-H(Q)] ,
^
~ denotes the expectation with respect toP\.
In some applications (see, for example, Section 6), it will be convenient to
restate the above results in a special case. For t>0 and α>eΩ+ define Lt(ω, )e
JM(X) by
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(2.11) L,(ω, B) = -L Γ χ
Λ
(ω(*)) Λ, B(=$(X]
t Jo
and for any Borel set AdJM(X) define
(2.12) βϊ.*(^) = P'z(ω: Lt(ω, )eA), ί>0,
We make a hypothesis.
(A80) If £Λ J 0 and π(%n)-+x^X, then for any ί>0
(2.13) P : ω(θGφ)->/>(f,*,έfy) in
(This is the same as saying that if £„ j 0 and π(%
n
)-*x^X, then P~" -»P* in
the sense of convergence of all finite dimensional distributions, which is ob-
viously weaker than (Af ).)
Recall that I(μ) denotes the /-function for {P
x
} (see (1.15)).
Theorem 2.3. Suppose (AJ) is satisfied. Let A be a compact subset of
Then
(2.14) ίίϊn^log sup Q] ;(A)^-mf I(μ) .
itΓ t *ei ' ^e4
This is a corollary to Theorem 2.1 if (A!) and (A!) are assumed since Lt
(ω, )=q[Rt,ω] and since the contraction principle (1.16) holds. But we can
prove Theorem 2.3 if only (Ao) is assumed, by a slight modification of the proof
of Theorem 2.1. The details will be given in Section 3.
The following is an immediate corollary to Theorem 2.2.
Theorem 2.4. Suppose (A!), (B) and either of (B8) and (C) are satisfied.
Let A be an open subset of <5tt(X). Then for any compact set K<Σ.X
(2.15) Urn— log inf Q] ;(A)^inf I(μ) .
J JΓ t *:«#« ' "^
3. Upper bounds
In this section we will prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. We follow the proof in
[12] with necessary modification. Throughout the section, we will drop the "6"
from the notations #8(£, ω) and x*(t, ω).
Let Γ>0 and let Φeβ(2Γr). In this section we use the following nota-
tions.
(3.1) $•(*) = log ί
J
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(3.2) Φs(ώ) = φ(*( , ω))-φ*(£(0, ω)),
Lemma 3.1. For any tX), any £eJ? and any 6 >0 we have
(3.3) J_ exp {1 £ Φ ftδ) *} P~(^)^l .
Proof. Since I e®*dP~ = 1 for every %^j£, the proof is the same as that of
Lemma 4.1 in [12]. Q.E.D.
The mapping n\ %-*X induces one from <3ft(X) into <3tt(X), in a natural
manner; for this we use the same notation, TT, i.e.,
(3.4) ;r%=W-i for Xe=c5K(-S).
Let ||Φ|U=sup |Φ(ω)|.
ωeα
Lemma 3.2. Lei A be a Borel siώset of <_5KS(Ω). ΓAew eσe have
(3.5) exp
for every t>0, every %&% and every £>0.
Proof. Since x( , ^ ω) — x( + ί , ω) = θt \x( , ω)] , we have
where λ^ς = — \ %. (^ (ί, ω)) dsG JM(X). Thus we have, from Lemma 3.1,
t Jo
where A = {λ/>s Rί>x(.^ ^A} Cc9K(-X). Since
1 Γ
τr\,« = — \ X. (x(s, ω)) ώ = ί[lϊ/fίr(.f S)] ,t Jo
we have π&dq[A], and hence (3.5). Q.E.D.
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Let Cr={Φ(ω)=/(ω(ί1), »vω(f.)); O^^ ^^Γ, /eC^"), n=l, 2,
•}, where Jf denotes the ii-fold product of J? and let S)
τ
= {Φ^CT\ ( + eφdPx
^ 1 for every x
Lemma 3.3. For every T>0 and Q^<5tt
s
(Ω,) we have
(3.6) ff(T, Q) = sup [( Φ dQ- \ (log ( e*dPM] Q(dω)]
Φ<=CTJ J J
- sup I Φ dQ ,
Φe^j J
«;^ β Π(tt Q) is given in (1.6).
Proof. The first equality follows from (1.6) by a standard argument. The
second one is immediate since Φ(ω)— log I
 + ^
φJP
ω(0) belongs to 3)τ for any
ΦtΞC
τ
. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.4. Let Φe^)
Γ
 am/ feί φβ(^) be given fry (3.1). Let K be a tight
family in <3tt(X). Assuming (A.I), we have
(3.7) Em sup ($*
ε o λ jrλeΛ^^
Proof. Let λ=τr !Λ. Given δ>0, there exists a compact set KdX such
that π\(Kc)=^(π"lKc) ^ δ for every λe A. Thus we have
7 =
^ sup $8(Jf)+sup ί φ
ϊ'eΛ-
1
^ λeΛ J*~^c
Noting that φε(^)^||Φ||oo, we have /2^S||Φ||o.. We next choose 8 „| 0 and
zr"
1
^ such that
fiin L = lim $*"(%„) .
εψo »^oo ^
 x B/
We can assume ^(^«) converges to some x^K. By (Ao) we have
(3.8)
which is non positive since Φ^£DT. Thus we have En /^lim /2^δ||Φ||βo for
8;
°arbitrary δ>0. Q.E.D.
In the following we set
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(3.9) J(A) = IS —logsupΓ?j(^) for
Further, for any finite family {Aj}j
mί
 of subsets of JMS(Ω) we set
1 f(3.10) F({Aj}j=ι) = inf sup sup inf—I Φ(c
Lemam 3.5. Let A be a Borel subset of <5MS(Ω) such that q[A] is a tight
family in <3tt(X). Assuming (Ao), we have
(3.11)
for any finite Borel covering {-4,-} J.i of A in JJ
Proof. It follows from (3.5) that for any
^ exp {2||Φ|U+A sup f ^ φVλ} -exp {-A
 inf f
* λ rrλeϊU] Jjr ^ «e4 J
Since [^^ 4] is tight, we have, from Lemma 3.4,
and thus
J(A)^-sup sup inf-LJ Φ(
ω
)ρ(Λ,).
^>0 G βe^ J jQ
Since this holds for any Borel set Ac.JM
s
(Ω) such that q[A] is tight, we have,
using the relation J(B\JC)= max iJ(B),J(C)}9
^— inf sup sup inf — \ Φ(ω)Q(dω)
**i*ι r>o
 Φ
e^ Q****j ΓJΩ v y^ v
for any Borel covering { ;^}j.i of A. This proves (3.11). Q.E.D.
Lemma 3.6. Let Abe a compact set in JMS(Ω). For any δ>0 there exists
a finite open covering {(?,}'=! of A in <3tt
s
(Ω) such that
(3.12) *•({<?,}}.!)£ inf H(Q)-8 .
In particular, for any compact set A in <3/
s
(Ω) we have
(3.13) sup F( {A;} }.!> ^  inf H(Q) ,
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where the supremum is taken over all finite Borel coverings {Aj}j,ι of A.
This lemma is deduced from (1.7) and Lemma 3.3. The proof is the
same as in [12; Lemma 4.3] only except that we use Lemma 3.3 in place of
Lemma 3.7 in [12], and so omitted.
Corollary 3.1. Suppose (Ao) is satisfied. Then for any compact set Ac:
c5K
s
(Ω)
(3.14)
This immediately follows from Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. First we choose 8k J, 0 so that
In the rest we fix {6k} and write P~ and Tkt t* for P*~ and Tlktχ respectively. Since
q[A] is tight there exists for any n, a compact set K
n
<Σ.X such that μ(K
n
)^l —
l/n for all μ^q[A]. We can show, by a standard argument, that (A!) and (A!)
imply that {P~; ot^π~lK
n
, k=\, 2, •••} is tight in JM(D[Q, 1]) for each n.
Therefore, given -η
n
 \ 0, there exist compact sets C
Λ
cZ)[0, 1] such that P~(C
Λ
)^
1— η
n
 for all %^π~lK
n
 and all k. Here and after we think of C
n
 as a subset of Ω
(i.e., Cf
n
e£Fι). Thus we can show as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 in [12; p. 197]
that for all k, all %<=% and all z>>0
(3.15) J exp {iflfcXO)) %*»} pt(Λ>)^ 1+^(^-1) .
Let Φ(
ω
)=z;%^(
ω
(0)) X
c
c(ω) and write $*(*) for φ8(^) defined by (3.1) with ε=ε
Λ
.
Then we have from (3.15), φ*(#)^Slog [l+^«(^v— 1)] and thus, using Lemma 3.1
with T==l, we get
(3.16) J exp fr
Let λ>0 be fixed. We can see as in [12; pp. 197-198] that (3.16) with v=\n2
and η
n
= exp (— λn2) implies
(3.17) ϊίm— log sup Tkt ?(^Π^5)^log 2-λ ,
' >°° t Tc=χ
*->«» * Λ
where At={Q^ c5Ks(Ω) Q(Oi) ^  l/t+2/n for all τz> . Let A00= Π ί>0 A Then
^4oo is compact and hence so is AΓiA^. Thus, by Lemma 3.6, for any δ>0
there exists a finite open covering {G; }jβι of AΓiA^ in c5f/s(Ω) such that
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yH-Oδ; ίnf H(Q)-S. Let G= U }
βl Gj. Since {Gy}}.ι is also an openQeAnA^
covering of A Π G and since q[A Γ\ G] is tight in <5tt(X), we have, from Lemma
3.5, J(A Π G)^-F({Gy}}.ι) and hence
(3.18) J(AΓ\G)^- MH(Q)+8 .
Q<=A
On the other hand, by Lemma 4.5 in [12], there exists a tQ such that t^t0 implies
A Π At C G. Thus we have
Therefore, from (3.17) and (3.18), we have
J(A) ^ max {J(A Π G), log 2-λ} ,
^ max {— inf H(Q)+S, log 2— λ} ,
Q(=A
and hence, letting δ-»0 and λ-»°°, we have the theorem. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. We prove (2.14) under the hypothesis (AS) by
modifying the above argument. Let A be a compact subset of <jM(X). Since
T]>x(q-1A)y we have to prove
(3.19)
For any finite family {Sy}y
el of subsets of <3tt(X) define
(3.20) F'( {£,.}}_!)= inf sup sup inf f log (^ -) (x)μ(dx) .
i^y^/ ί>o «ecr(ir)+ ι»eΛy Jjί ° \ Γ/W /
Then we can prove
(3.21) βupί 'ί^J.O^jnf/ίA*),
where the supremum is taken over all finite Borel coverings {fiy}y.ι of A in
JH(X). This is the analogue of (3.13) for I(μ) and deduced from (1.14) and
(1.15). On the other hand, we have for any BjdJH(X)9 /=!, ••-, /,
(3.22) F'^Bj^^Fdq^Bj}^) ,
which follows from the fact that if u^C(X)+ and if q[Q]=μ, then Φ(ω)=log
^
(t]L^®* and t φ(^) 0(*»)= ( log (^ -) (*) M )^ Therefore, we have,Ttu(ω(0)) J J \ 7> /
from Lemma 3.5,
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for any Borel covering fB,}/=i of A in <3tt(X)y which combined with (3.21) proves
(3.19). Q.E.D.
4. Lower bounds
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 2.2 and, in the course of the
proof, we also get an auxiliary estimate (Corollary 4.1), which will be used in
Section 6. As in the previous section, we will drop the "£" from x*(t, ώ)
and #ε(f, ω).
We need some lemmas. The first one is elementary.
Lemma 4.1. Let T^Q, s>0 and £>0. Let ||μ||^o denote the total vari-
ation of any signed measure μ on Ω relative to 3*
τ
 Then we have
1 nC/) ?c ?T
(4.1) N*--^  § **•«•— 1^  ^ 7+T- '
where n(t)=[tls]+l and we have
(4.2) \\R
β
^Rβ^\
The proof is omitted.
Note that, by the definition of Rtι(ύ, we can think of ω W->Λί>ω as a mapping
from D[0, t] to «5KS(Ω) for each f >0.
Lemma 4.2. The mapping ωΛΛΛ->Λ/>ω /ran D[Q, t] into c5Ks(Ω) ώ con-
tinuoits for each ί>0.
Proof. Let ω
n
->ω in Z>[0, ί] as w->oo. Then it is easy to see that ptωn-+
ptω in Ω as w-^oo, where pt is defined by (1.8). Let FeC(Ω) be arbitrary.
Then, since θ
s
: Ω-»Ω is continuous for every ίeΛ1, we have
which completes the proof. Q.E.D.
The following two lemmas will give the main estimates which reduce the
desired estimate (2.8) to the known one (1.12). In both lemmas (A!) will be
assumed. As for (Bε) and (C), they will correspond to the respective lemmas.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that (A!) is satisfied and that there exists a compact
set K^X satisfying (2.7). Let gSc5ί/
s
(Ω) and let N be a neighborhood of Q in
*3tt
s
(Ω,). Then there exist an s0>Q and a neighborhood N' of Q in J S^(Ω) such that
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for any compact set KdX and any S^SQ
(4.3) Um— log inf Γ
 §?(jίV)
log inf P.(ΛJ..eΛΓ,ω(ί)eJfi:1).S
Proof. First we note that there exist δ>0, Γ>0 and Φ,e(7(Z)[0, Γ]) with
sup |Φ/(ω)| ^1 (/=!, 2, •••, m) such that
(4.4) 7V(δ)={ρ'ec5ϊ/
s
(Ω); max | ( Φ, dQ'-\ ΦldQ\<8} cΛΓ.
lίS/^m J J
Taking account of Lemma 4.1, we choose s0>0 such that (2T"+2)/ί0<δ/4
and fix any S^SQ, and then we take t0>0 such that 2s/t0+2T/s<8/4 . Then
it follows from (4.1) and (4.4) that for any t^tQ
{ω; Rt,ω^N}
where n(t)=[*/$] + !. Here we have used the convexity of N(—δ). Thus, by
the Markovian property of {P~}, we have
inf H
where K'=K UK
λ
. Since lim^^ n(i)/t=l/s, we have
(4.5) l™^~loS ίnf Γϊt?(JV)^— log/!,
where /ι= Um inf P~(Λ
s
,
ω
eΛΓΓ— δ\
 ω
(s)^K
ί
). There exist 6
Λ
 | 0 and
•""
1
^
/
 such that
where Pn=P*£ . Since .K ' is compact, we can assume π(%
n
) converges to some
' so that"pn->P
Λ
 in c5K(Ω+) by (A!). Using (4.2), we have
/i ^ Urn Pw(Λ
s
_1>ωeΛ^(δ/2), ω(ί)e^)
- Urn En[XiR
Λ
_^.~^*w}F^ %-!> s)» τr
where En denotes the expectation with respect to Pi* . We now claim that
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(4.6) lim £"[\F"(l, *(*-!, δ), w-tfy-fίl. *(*-!. δ). *ι) I] = 0 ,
«-><»
which will be proved later. Assuming (4.6), we have
where F(ω)=X(g
β
_ltωeNto/ΰ} P(l, ω(s— 1), KJ. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that
F(ω) as a function on Z)[0, s — 1] is lower semicontinuous. Therefore, we have
since Pn->P
Λ
 in *5K(Z)[0,ί— 1]) (see Remark 2.2). Using (4.2) again, we have
/^P^eΛW), ωWe Λy, proving (4.3) with JV'=JV(8/4).
It only remains to prove (4.6). Let
 μ*(B)=P*£ (ω(s-l)<=B) for J5e.S(J?Q.
Since μn-*p(s—ly x, •) in c5K(J*Γ) by (AI), {/^n} is tight, that is, for any 97 >0 there
exists a compact set LdX such that sup
n
 μn(Lc)<η. Thus, denoting the expec-
tation in (4.6) by 72, we have
(4.7) I2^2μn(Lc)+ sup
ϊ'eTr-1/:
We choose %
n
^π~
lL so that
(4.8) En /2 = lim |^ «(1, *„ «-^0 -/.(I, »(
Since L is compact, we can assume π(%
n
) converges to some x^X. Note that
(2.7) implies that #ΛΛΛ->χi, x, K
λ
) is continuous. Thus from (2.7) we have
lim/2 = lim l^ε<l(l> ^»> π
Therefore, we have lim /2^lim j^Ziy, proving (4.6). Q.E.D.M .^00 »-><»
In the following lemma we give an estimate which is stronger than what we
need for the proof of Theorem 2.2. This is because we need it (or rather its
corollary) for the application in Section 6.
For any open set GC.X define
(4.9) τj(ω) = inf {^0; ω(ί)φG or
 ω
(t—
with the convention ω(0—)=ω(0). It is easy to see that r^ is lower semicon-
tinuous on Ω+.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that (A!) is satisfied and that there exists a relatively
compact open set G
λ
c:X. Let Q^JMS(Ω) and let N be a neighborhood of Q in <3tt,s
(Ω). Then there exist an s0>0 and a neighborhood N' of Q in <_5KS(Ω) such that for
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any open set GdX, any compact set KdX and any
(4.10) limΛlog inf P~ (Λ,,
-
^ — log inf P
x
(RStω(=N',
Proof. First we take a neighborhood ΛΓ(δ) of £) in JK5(Ω) of the form (4.4)
such that N(S) cΛΓ. Then, noting that
{ω; ί<τg(ω)}D {ω; ί<τ$(0
α
_l)sω), i = 1, — , n(t)} ,
where n(i)=[t/s]-{Ί, we can show as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 that there exists
an s0>0 such that for all s^s0
(4.11) ΰm— log inf P~(Λ,,
ω
eΛΓ, *<τί(α>))^-llog I19it? ^ *<z«~ικ s
where
Λ-lίm inf Pt-(S,
with ^'-.fiCU Gi. We can choose ^
Λ
 | 0 and ^ e^-1 '^ such that
/! = lim
where Pn=PLΛ . Since X^' is compact, we can assume 7r(#
w
) converges to some
' so thatΛPM->P
Λ
 in <5H(Ω+), and hence in <5M(D[Q, s]). Thus, noting that
RSt<0^N(8/2)y ί<τ^(ω), ω^^GJ as a subset of Z)[0, s] is open, we have
proving (4.10). Q.E.D.
Recall that Lt(ω, •) is defined by (2.11). The following will be used in
Section 6.
Corollary 4.1. Suppose that (A\) is satisfied and that there exists a relatively
compact open set G1C^Γ. Let μ^<SH(X) and let V be a neighborhood of μ in
JM(X). Then there exist an s0>0 and a neighborhood V of μ in <3tt,(X) such that
for any open set GdX, any compact set KdX and any S^SQ
(4.12) lim -1 log inf P~(L,(ω, )€=F, f<τί(
ω
))
ίtr t «
e
.-
1
*
^ i- log inf P,(Lf(ω, •)(= F,
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Proof. First we note that there exist δ>0 and/,eC(J£) with suρ
x(ΞX \ /,(#) \
^1, /=!, ••-, w, such that
Then q~lV(8) is of the form (4.4) with Φ/(ω)=//(ω(0)). As in the proof of
Lemma 4.4, we can prove (4.10) with N=flV and N'=flV(δβ\ which
means (4.12) since Lt(ω, )=ϊ[Λ*.«] Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let A be an open set in JMS(Ω) and let Q^A be
arbitrary. We always assume (AI) and (B), and besides we first assume (Bε).
Then by Lemma 4.3 we have, for sufficiently large s>0,
(4.13) / = Bm — log inf T]~X(A)
-
:-ίloginfP,(Λff(,eΛΓ,ω(C x&Ef
where N is a neighborhood of Q in JMS(Ω) such that Nc:A and K! and K± are
compact sets in X such that a(K^>§. Letting ί->oo, we have, from Theorem
1.2, I^—H(Q). Since Q&A is arbitrary, we have (2.8). Next we assume (C)
in place of (Bε). Let G1dX be a relatively compact open set with α(G1)>0.
Then there eixsts a compact set K2dG1 such that a(K2)>0. Thus (4.13) with
Ki—K.2 follows from Lemma 4.4 with G=X. This suffices as above. Q.E.D.
5. Examples
In this section we will give some examples of {P~} and {P
x
} satisfying our
hypotheses. In all the examples below, we will take Rά or Td=Rd/Zd (rf-dimen-
sional torus) as X so that (C) will be automatically satisfied. Further, P~ will
be supported on C([Q, <χ>])->X) and so Remark 2.6 will be useful.
EXAMPLE 5.1. This example is a special case of the transport process
(see [22], [2] and [21]). Let S be a Polish space. We will take X=Rd, X=Rd
xS andπ(x,y)=x, (x,y)^RdxS. Let q(y)^0 be a bounded continuous func-
tion on S and let k(y, dz) be a probability kernel on (5, S(S)) such that k(y, A)
is continuous in y for every A^J$(S). Define a bounded operator Q on C(S) by
(5.1) Qf(y) =
Let F(x,y)=(F\x,y), ••-, Fd(x,y)) be a bounded continuous function on RdX S
with values in Rd such that each F*(xy y) has its ^-derivatives of all orders which
are bounded on RdxS. For each £>0 define
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(5-2)
 L -^ρ+jέ ,'(,,,) £.
This is the infinitesimal generator of a Markov process {(#*(£), y*(t))} . Indeed,
{(x*(t), y*(t))} can be constructed as follows. (It is only for simplicity that Q
is assumed to be independent of x^Rd. In general, Q may depend on x^Rd
in a suitable manner as in the references cited above.)
It is easy to see that Q is itself the infinitesimal generator of a Feller Markov
process on S which we refer to as ^-process. The ^-process is a pure jump
process and we normalize it so that its sample paths are right continuous. Let
{Yy(t)\ denote the ρ-process starting from Yy(Q)=y(=S and let y\t)=Yy(tl82\
ί^>0, B >0. Let x*(t) be the unique solution of the following ordinary differ-
ential equation
(5.3) = WO./(0),
Then it is easy to see that for each £>0 the family of processes {(#*(£), y\t))} con-
stitutes a Feller Markov process generated by U. It is shown in [22] that
under certain hypotheses the process {x*(t)} converges to a diffusion process on
Rd as £ I 0. Such a limit theorem corresponds to (AI).
We now specify the hypotheses on L* and the limiting diffusion process.
We assume that there exist constants q1 and q2 such that
(5.4) 0<?1£ϊOO^?2<~
and that there exists a reference probability measure φ(dz) on S such that
k(y, dz)=k(y, z) φ(dz) with density k(y, #) satisfying
(5.5) Q<kl^k(y,z):^k2<°o ,
where k
λ
 and k2 are constants. Let P(t, y, dz) denote the transition probability
of the ^-process. We can see that (5.4) and (5.5) imply that there exists a
unique invariant probability measure P(dz) such that
(5.6) sup \P(t,y,A)-P(A)\£e-«
for sufficiently large t>0 for some constant £>0. Thus we can define the
recurrent potential kernel
(5.7) G0(y, A) = Γ [P(t,y, A)-P(A)} dt,y^S,At=$(S)JQ
so that the Fredholm alternative for Q holds in the sense that the equation
(5.8)
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has a bounded continuous solution g(y) if and only if f(y) is a bounded con-
tinuous function such that
(5.9)
If this is the case, then any solution g(y) of (5.8) is given by
(5.10) g(y) = \ f(z) G0(y, <fe)+a constant .
J S
We assume that F'(x,y), i=l, •••, d, satisfy the centering condition
(5.11) ( F'(x,y) P(dy) = 0 for all xeR", ί = 1, -, d ,
Js
so that the equations
(5.12) -Q^i(^y} = Fi(x3y\ i= 1, -,</,
have the bounded continuous solutions %'(#,jy), /=!, •••,</, such that their x-
derivatives of all orders are bounded on Rd X S. Let
(5.13) α' > (*) = [χ'F'+χtf"] (*, y) P(dy) ,
and let
(5.14) L = 1-
Since aij(ic) and δ1'^ ) are bounded smooth functions having bounded deriva-
tives, the martingale problem for L is well-posed and the associated family of
solutions {P
x
} constitutes a diffusion process on Rd. Here P
x
 are probability
measures on C([0, oo)->j?rf) as usual. (See [26].)
Let Pl>y denote the measure on C([0, oo)-»jβίί) induced by the process {#*(£)}
defined by (5.3) for the initial value (#8(0), /(0))= (x,y)&Rdx S. We now see
that (Aϊ) and (A|) are satisfied for {Pif>>, 6>0, and {P }^ (see Remark 2.6). We
can show as in [22] that if 8
n
 [ 0 and x
n
-*x&Rd and if y
n
^S are arbitrary, then
(5.15) Pl
 ut,u-+Pg in JK(O([0, oo)->.W)) as n-^oo ,
which implies (AI). Though in [22] (5.15) is proved only in the case that
(χ*>yn) = (χ»y)> we can establish (5.15) by a minor modification of the proof in
[22], We omit the details. On the other hand, (A|) immediatley follows from
(5.3).
As for (B), this is satisfied if L is uniformly elliptic, i.e., there exists a con-
stant ι>>0 such that
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d(ς i fc\ v1 /jiiivMz* &>v\£\2 £ (P1 .. .^.D.ioj 2j a (%)ζ ζ ^v\ζI > b—(ζ > ,
Indeed, (B) (i) follows from the fact [14] that the fundamental solution for
d/dt—L is strictly poistive, and (B) (ii), which is the strong Feller property of
l , is known [26; Theorem 7.2.4].
EXAMPLE 5.2. This is a special case of Example 5.1. Let {Yy(t)} be the
^-process in Example 5.1 starting from y&S and let
(5.17) X* '(t) = x+[*F( Yy(s)) ds ,
Jo
where F(y)=(F1(y)9 ••-, Fd(y)) is a bounded continuous function on S with values
in Rd satisfying the centering condition
(5.18)
 s
 F'(y) P(dy) = 0, i = 1, -, d .
For each £>0 and each (x,y)^RixS define
(5.19) x'(t) =
y\t) =
Then it is easy to see that (x*(t), y*(t)) is a Markov process starting from (x,
RdχS generated by
(5.20) L' = ' d
This is a special case of (5.2) (F(Λ;,y)=ί'(jy)). In this case L becomes
<5 21> L=
(5.22) a" =
JS
where %'(j), i=l, •••, rf, are the solutions of
Thus the diffusion process {P
x
} in this case is a Brownian motion with covari-
ance matrix (ai}).
As before, (Af) and (Al) are satisfied for {#*(£)}, £>0, and {P*}. Moreover,
if (aij) is positive definite, then (B) is satisfied. In this connection, we note
that for each f=(f1, -, ξd)^Rd (f ΦO)
(5.24)
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implies that
(5.25) Σ a*' ξl ξj>0 .
« ,y=ι
To see this, using (5.22) and (5.23), and denoting Σί-/ %''(j)£'' by %*(y), we
observe
(5.26) Σ *" ξl & = \ [-
ttj — 1 »f O
*
Suppose Σly-i a'7 f '' ?'=0. Then there exists a jeS such that
φ-a.e. Thus we have Σί-i *"'(•) ?' =Ξ —£)%*(•) = 0, which contradicts (5.24).
Consequently, (B) is satisfied if (5.24) holds for any (ξ\ — ,?*)=*= 0.
REMARK 5.1. In Examples 5.1 and 5.2 the ^-process can be replaced by
another ergodic Markov process for which the Fredholm alternative holds.
For example, we can take a Brownian motion on a torus (*S= Tm) in place of
the ^-process.
REMARK 5.2. In Examples 5.1 and 5.2 we have taken π(x, y)=x and %*(i)=(x*
(ί), y\t))=(£Xx/*>y(tle2), Yy(tlε2)). But we can also take π,(x, y)=8x (see Remark
2.1) and Λi(ί)=(-Y* JF(ί/€2), Y'(tl&)). We will meet the latter case in the proof
of Theorem 6.8.
EXAMPLE 5.3. We consider the homogenization problem for a diffusion pro-
cess with random stationary coefficients. This problem has been discussed in
[23], [24], [20], etc. We follow the results by Osada [20]. We begin with the
abstract framework, which covers the cases of periodic ([!]) and almost periodic
coefficients (see [23]); in particular, Example 2 in Introduction is a special case
of this example.
Let (Δ, £?, P) be a probability space and let {T
x
}> x^Rd> be a ^-dimensional
stationary ergodic flow on O. Let Z,2(Δ) be the real L2-space on (<Ω, £F, P) and
let {U
x
} denote the strongly continuous unitary group on L2(Δ) induced by {T
x
}9
i.e., U
x
f(&)=f(T,ώ), xtΞRd, ώeά,/eL2(Δ). For each i=l, — , rf, let Di denote
the infinitesimal generator of {U
x
} in the i-th direction with domain (^-D, ), i.e.,
(5.27)
where the differentiation is in the L2(Δ)-sense. Let £f 1(ό)= n f-i
Let άij(ώ) and 6'(A), ί,y=l, ••-, J, be real valued measurable functions. We
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assume that there exist constants v>0 and M>0, and functions ί '^e/Z"1^), i,j
= 1, •••, d, such that
(i) Σ <F'(Δ) f f '^ l f l 2 for all ξ = (ζ\ -, £')€=** and
«.y=ι
(ϋ) £(&) = Σ Zλ cy(Δ) and |
d
 Λ(iii) Σ ^Df 0* = 0 in the generalized sense, i.e.
Ω
Σ '(Δ) AΦ(A) **) = 0 for all
Consider the formal differential operator
(5.28) A" = Σ (*, ώ) +Σ
 6. (^  ώ) ,2 « .y=ι OΛ;; \ dx, / «'=i ΘΛ;
where aiJ(x9ώ)=άii(Tx&) and i'(Λ?, Δ)=ίl'(ΓrΔ). It is known (see [20] and
Remark 5.3 below) that for P-almost all ώ there exists a unique fundamental
solution p"(t, x, y) for d/dt—Aω (in the weak sense) having the following global
estimates:
(5.29) Ci£(7ι ί, x,y)^p\t, x,y)^C2g(72 1, x,y)
for all (ί, Λ?,y)e(0, +oo)χKrfχJBί/, where ^  Λ?,y)=(2wί)-rf/2 exp{- |*-^|2/i}
and Cly C2, ΎI and 72 are positive constants depending only on z>, M and J.
Further, for any Γ>0
(5.30) \p\tί^y)-p\tfjX^yf)\^K(\^Xf\Λ+\y-yf\Λ+\t-tfr^
for all (ί, Λ?,y), (*', Λ?',3;')e(Γ, +oo)χΛ r fχ J?rf, where K and α are positive con-
stants depending only on T, v3 M and d.
Let ώ0eώ be such that ^(ώ0)=l and that (5.29) and (5.30) hold for every
ώeO0. For any <&eO0 we can construct diffusion measures P" on C([0, oo)-»
/2rf) having /)ω(ί, x, y) as their transition density functions relative to the Lebesgue
Λ Λ
measure. We refer to {P£} as ^"-diffusion process.
Let £>0 and let Pf * denote the measure on C([0, oo)-+Rd) induced from
He by
(5.31) x\t, ω) = 6ω(t/£2), ί^O,
Then {P '^8} forms the diffusion process associated with
<5 32> ^-
It is shown in [20] that there exists Oj C^0 with P(Ω,1)=: 1 such that for all
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(5.33) Pf ε^P0 in JK(C([0, oo)^R')) as 6 J, 0 ,
where P0 is the Wiener measure with the covariance matrix (qij) defined below
starting at the origin. We now define
(5.34)
where δ/ denotes Kronecker's delta and -ψ *eL2(Ω) are the unique solutions of
the equations (5.35)-(5.37) below (see Proposition 3.1 in [20]):
(5.35) J
s
 Γ--1- Σ^4y(δί+ψJ)Dyφ+Σί*(δΪH-ψi)Φ\(Δ)P(d&) = 0,
ft= 1, -,d for all φefl1^).
(5.36)
(5.37)
 Λ
 ψ{(Δ)r fΔ) = 0 , *, A = 1, -, d.
Let
(5.38) L = — Σ j' 9'
and let {P }^ denote the diffusoin process (Brownian motion) generated by L.
A
We refer to {P
x
} as the homogenized process for the family {P£'ε}> or simply,
for the family {Pf}.
We now verify that (A!), (A!) and (B) are satisfied for {Pf **} and {P
x
} for
A almost all <£eΔ (see Remark 2.6). First we note that for any ώeO0 and any
£>0 the coefficients of A*'* satisfy (i)-(iii) with the same v and Λf as those for
A", so that the fundamental solution ρ* \t, x,y) of d/dt—A^ satisfies (5.29) and
(5.30) with the same constants as before. Thus there exists a constant O>0
such that
(5.39) sup
 Λ
 Er[\ω(t)-ω(s)\*]^C\t-s\2, t, ^ 0,
Λ A
where E™'* denotes the expectation with respect to P£ β. This implies that for
any R< °o
(5.40) {P-8; \x\ ^ R, £>0, <^e 0 } is tight .
Next note that (5.33) and the estimates (5.29) and (5.30) for ρ*'\t,x,y)
imply that
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(5.41) p" * (1, 0, x) ->X1, 0, x) uniformly on Rd as 8 \ 0,
where p(t, x, y) denotes the transition density function of {P
x
}.
and take 6
n
 I 0. Let ώeWj be fixed and define
u\x) = E» 9 [f(ω(t))] and u(x) = E
x
[f(ω(t))] ,
where E
x
 denotes the expectation with respect to P
x
. It follows from the
estimates (5.29) and (5.30) for p"'\t, x, y) that the family {u(x}} is uniformly
equicontinuous on Rd. On other hand, (5.33) implies that for any
 4
(5.42) J/'8«(l, 0, x)g(x)u(x)dx -> jχi, 0, x)g(x)u(x)dx as n 00 .
It is easy to see that u-*u uniformly on every compact subset of Rd as w-»oo.
Hence, taking x
n
-+x^Rd, we have un(x
n
)-*u(x) as w->oo j which means that
(5.43) P» *»(
ω
(t)(Ξdy) -> P
x
(ω(t)^dy) in ^(Λ*) .
This implies that every finite dimensional distribution of P"'
n
*
n
 converges to
that of P
x
. Thus (A!) and (A!) are immediate from (5.40). As for (B), this is
satisfied since (qij) is positive definite (see [23; Remark 3]).
REMARK 5.3. In [20] some restrictions on the coefficients of Aω have been
imposed in addition to (i)-(iϋ) in Example 5.3. In fact, aij—ajj and the smooth-
ness of a*'(x, ώ) and b'(x, ώ) in x have been assumed in [20]. However, Osada
has recently proved that such restrictions can be removed (private communica-
tion). See also [15] for the case where the coefficients are periodic but are not
necessarily smooth nor even continuous.
REMARK 5.4. Let ιh(ώ) be a measurable function such that
for some constants ml and m2 and let m(x, &)=nι(Tx&). Consider the
formal operator B™=m(x, ώ)"1^*0. In [20] the homogenization problem for the
Λ
diffusion process associated with Bω is also discussed, and it is shown that the
homogenized process for jBω-diίfusion process is the Brownian motion generated
by ($rhdP)~lL. Let B°-*=m(x/6,&)-1A">*. It can be verified that our hy-
potheses are satisfied for β^-diίfusion processes by an argument similar to that
in Example 5.3.
EXAMPLE 5.4. We will make new examples by projecting the processes on
Rd in the previous examples onto the torus Td. Let π denote the canonical
mapping from Rd onto Td=Rd\Zd. Let ({x(t)}, {P
x
}) be a non-degenerate
Brownian motion on Rd. Then {π(x(t))}t>Q forms a Brownian motion on Td,
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which we denote by ({.£(£)}> ί^*}) (^e Td) Let π be a measurable mapping
from a measurable space X to Rd and let ({#ε(*)}> ίP?})> £>0, be a family of
Markov processes on X satisfying (2.2). Suppose (AJ) and (Af) are satisfied
for the family of processes {π(%\t)}}, £>0, and {P
x
}. Then (A?) and (A2ε)
are also satisfied for the family {π°π(%*(t))}} £>0, of processes on Td and
{Pϊ}. To see this, let π* denote the mapping from D(I-^Rd) to D(I-> Td)
induced by π: Rd-*Td, where /— [0, ex?) or [0, 1]. Since π is uniformly
continuous, it is easy to see that π% is continuous. Therefore, μ
n
— >μ in
JU(D([09 oo)-*Λ<)) implies μn-»μ in ι5K(Z>([0, <*>)-» Td)), and if ACc3«(Z)([0, 1]
-*Rd)) is tight, then {/t; μ^A} is tight in <5K(Z)([0, l]->Γrf)), where μ denotes
the measure induced by π* from any μ. This proves the above assertion.
Further, we can easily see that (B) is satisfied for {P £ .
We can take for {%*(t)} the Markov process generated by L8 in Example
Λ
5.2, or the diffusion process associated with Aω>* in Example 5.3. Further, we
note that the above procedure can be applied to the Markov process generated
by Le in Example 5.1 provided F(x,y) in (5.2) is periodic in x^Rd with period
one. In that case coefficients aij(x) and b*(x) of L in (5.14) are also periodic,
so that if {x(t)} denotes the L-diffusion process, then {π(x(t))} forms a Markov
process on Td.
Finally, note that we can repeat a similar argument by taking a one-dimen-
sional projection #W-><(£, #>, x^Rd instead of the above π, where ζ^Rd (ξ ΦO)
and < , •> denotes the Euclidean inner product. We omit the details.
6. Application to the Chung type laws of iterated logarithm
In this section we will apply the results in Section 2 to the laws of iterated
logarithm of the Chung type [4] (see also [10], [16]) for a certain class of sto-
chastic processes, which contains the processes in Examples 5.2 and 5.3.
We start with a general setting. Let X=Rd and let -X" be a measurable
space. Suppose we are given a measurable mapping π from J? onto X, and a
Markov process ({Λ(ί)}^0,{Py}jej) on J? such that
(6.1) x( ) =
 π
(X( ))eΞΩ,+ (=D([0, oo)->^)) p~.
a
.s. for every
Let PZ denote the distribution of {x( )} on Ω+ under P~. For any £>0 define
(6.2) χ\t) = εx(φ2) = 6π[x(ΐ/82)] , *^0
and denote by P| the distribution of {#8( )} on Ω+ under &?. Note that x*(Q)=
€π(%) P?-a.s., i.e., Pj(ω(0)==&r(#))= 1. We assume that the family of the
processes P~, %^X, on Rd is homogenίzable in the following sense:
(H) If £„ I 0 and if ^
n
eJ?" are such that 6Hπ(Xn)-+xGRd, then
(6.3) Pln
n
-*P
x
 in JK(Ω+) as n-+oo,
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where P
x
 denotes the ^/-dimensional Wiener measure with covariance matrix (aij)
starting from x^Rd.
Then (A?) is satisfied for {P~} and {P
x
} we take %\ί) = £(*/£2) and
πs(%)=8π(%) in the context of Section 2. (See Remark 2.1.)
Let Mbe the space of all measures μ on X such that μ(X)^l, endowed
with the vague topology. Let Q]jX(A) be defined by (2.12) for any Borel set
Ad<5H(X). Since <Stt(X) is continuously included in M, we can also define
Q1j(A) for any Borel subset AdM so that Q]tX(A)=Q]t,(A^Jίί(X)). Let
I(μ) be the /-function for {P
x
} (see (1.15)). We can also define I(μ) for any
μ^M so that I(μ) is homogeneous of degree one and lower semicontinuous on
M.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that (H) is satisfied and that if£
n
lO and if %
n
^% are
such that 1 8
n
π(%
n
) \ -»<χ>, then for each t>0
(6.4) limP~"
a
(\ω(t)\^R) = Q for all R<oo.
Then for any vaguely closed set Ad. M
(6.5) En" — log sup Q] ϊ(A)^- inf I(μ) .
'-*» t *
e
jr ' ^A
ε o
Proof. Let X'—X U {°°} be the one-point compactification of X. We
also adjoin an extra point SS to J? so that {P?} is a Markov process on
^ = J?U{SS} such that £s(*(/)=SS, ί^0)=l. Define PI and P*, by
Pl(
ω
(ί)=oo, ί^O)— 1 and P00(ω(ί)=oo, ί^0)=l so that {P|}^ e^  is compatible
with (6.2) by the convention °o— £#(80) and that {P
x
}
x
^
x
^ is a Markov process
on X'. Note that M can be naturally identified with <3tt(X') as a topological
space. Thus Q]^(A) defined above can be identified with those defined for the
extended {P|}
e^^
/. Moreover, I(μ) as a function on M can be identified with
I(μ) defined for {P
x
}
xeX'. This can be easily seen from (1.14), (1.15) and the
fact that p(t, °°, dy)=S00(dy) for all f>0. Thus (6.5) follows immediately from
Theorem 2.3 if (AJ) is satisfied for {P~}ί
e
?/ and {P
x
}
x(Ξχ'\ note that in (AJ) we
take 7Γ8(£)=£τr(£) (see Remark 2.1). Let 6 n \ 0 and let #neJ?' be such that
x in X'. We have to show that
(6.6) P~»
n
(ω(t)(Ξdy)-*p(t,x,dy) in JM(X') .
This follows from (H) if x&X. On the other hand, if x=o°, then (6.6) means
that
n
which follows immediately from (6.4). Q.E.D.
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Let
(6.7) £(0=(log|°g*)1/2, t>0
and for t>0 and ω^Ω+ define
(6.8) 4(ω, B) = — Γ XB(€(t)ω(s))ds , B<Ξ$(X) .
t Jo
Theorem 6.1. Suppose (H) and (6.4) are satisfied. Then for any
(6.9) Π U {Lt(ω, )><=C P -a.s.,
where the closure is with respect to the vague topology and
(6.10) C=
Proof. We follow the proof in [10; Theorem 2.8]. Let G be a neigh-
borhood of C in M and let N be an open neighborhood of C such that CcΛΓ C
NaG. Set θ = inίμ.
€
ΞNcI(μ). Since /(μ) is lower semicontinuous and Nc is
compact in M, we have 0>1. Choose θ1 and A so that 1<0'«9, 0<&<1 and
kθ'>\. Let £
n
=exp (rc*), n=l, 2, •••. Noting that
>( ), B) ,
we have
P;(A(ω, )eΛΓc) = ρ^\og tΓl(Nc) .
By Lemma 6.1 we have
Q^g\ogt^(Nc)^ exp {-(log log t)θ'}
for sufficiently large ί>0. Thus for sufficiently large n, we have
P~
x
(ltn(ω, )^AΓc)^exp {-^Ίogw} =n-w/
so that ΣΓ-i Pχ(LtJ(ωy )eΛΓ)<oo. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma we have for
P^-almost all ω
(6.11) ^/»(ω, )ΦΛΓC for only finitely many n.
Take ω such that (6.11) holds. Then we can show, as in the proof of Theorem
2.8 in [10], that there exists a Γ>0 such that Lt(ω, )^G for all t^T. Since
G is arbitrary, we have (6.9). Q.E.D.
Recall τ^(ω) is defined by (4.9) for any open set GdX and any
Let B(x\ R)=iy<=X; \x—y\<R}9 x<=X, R>0 and write B(R) for β(0; R).
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that (H) is satisfied and that (aij) in (H) is positive
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definite. Further, suppose that P*Q satisfies
(6.12) P;0(τf (,c;o) Λ(ω)^ί) = 0(tjR2)
as tlR2-+0 and t/R-*oo. Let μ(Ξ<3tt(X) be such that μ(B(ά))=\ for some a>0
and /(//,)<!. Let af>a and let N be a (weak) neighborhood of μ in
Define
Et = {ω; (ω, )*ΞN, τf(^o) ;β//tω)(ω)>ί} .
Then, for PZ ^ -almost all ω, there exists a sequence ίM-»°° such that
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 2.15 in [10]. Let ΛΓj be a weak
neighborhood of μ such that N^N^N. Let θ=I(μ) (<1) and choose 0', k
and kr such that <9<0'<1, k'θ'<\ and k'>k>l. Let t
n
 = exp(nk) and let
€n=€(tn)> n= 1, 2, - . Using the notation
we have
as w->oo, where || || denotes the variation norm. Thus, for sufficiently large n,
(6.13) {ω; I
w
,Jω, OeΛΓ,} c{ω; 4>, O^ΛO
Let Λr0=^(jro) and let B'(R)=B(xQ\ R), R>Q. Define
Then, noting (6.13), we have lim F
Λ
CΪίϊn Etn. Thus, it suffices to show
(6.14) PSr
β
 (Em *•„)=!.
Let 3
n
 be the σ -field generated by the process {%(t)} up to time t
n
. Then,
using Markovian property of {P*}, we have
(6.15) /^(OeFjavO = XΛ..l(«C))^α..1)(*( )efl .) ,
where A.^ = {ω τ|/(Λ/8ιι) (ω) > ί,.^  and Hn = {ω τ$ /(ί//t)|) (ω) > ί, — ίB_ι,
L't
n
-tH_l,tn(ω, )eΛ^}. Here we have used the notation
L'Stt(ω, S) = — fSs Jo
Thus we get
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(6.16) ^o
where I
n
=ml~XGBnP*(Hn) with Sn=π-1B\al6n). By the definition of P~, we have
inf P~»
*eS
n
where s
n
=εl(t
n
—t
n
.1). Choose r and r' such that a<r<r'<a' and let K—B(r)
and G=B(r'). Using the notation π
ζ
(%)=επ(%)y we have for sufficiently large n
n
K and
Noting the above relations, we get
Hm — log /
Λ
^lim -1 log inf P~(L,(ω, -)^> τ
••
ε o
Since (AJ) is satisfied for {P|} and {P,}, it follows from Corollary 4.1 that there
exists an s0 and a neighborhood Λ^2 of μ such that for all
lim I- log I
n
^ — log inf P,
»->«» ί
w
 S *eJζ
where G
ϊ
=B(r). Letting s-*oo, we can show that
(6.17) fim — log/.^-/G*).
«->- ίM
This follows from Corollary 4.3 in [16], which is a modification of Theorem
8.1 in [9], Since I(μ)=θ<θ' and since s
n
/k log/z->l as w->oo, we have, for
sufficiently large ny
In > exp {-s
n
θ>}
^ ' ' ^ exp {-h'θ1 log M} = w-*/β/ .
It follows from (6.16) and (6.18) that there exists an n
a
 such that
(6.19) Σ P?0 WOef.lff.-O^ Σ %x..1(«(.))«-*/ ' ^Γ.-a β» = » » = »
We can deduce (6.14) from (6.19) by the argument in [10; p. 731] if we show
that
(6.20) Σft0(^ί)<oo.
Note that
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Since /„£„+! ί£exp (— nk~l}k log (w+l)-*0 and £
n
£
n+1->°o as w-»oo, we have, from
(6.12),
(-»*-')* log (»
as M-*OO, which proves (6.20). This completes the proof. Q.E.D.
In the following, we fix the %0 in Theorem 6.2. Recall C is defined in
(6.10).
Theorem 6.3. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 6.2 it holds that
(6.21) Π U {Lt(ω, )}DC P,~0-a.s.
This theorem can be deduced from Theorem 6.2 as in [10] and so the
proof is omitted.
Combining Theorems 6.1 and 6.3, we have the following.
Theorem 6.4. Suppose all the hypotheses in Theorems 6.1 and 6.3 are
satisfied. Then
(6.22) n u {Lt(ω, •)> = c ft0-a sv
 τ>ot^τ °
This has an immediate corollary.
Corollary 6.1. If Φ is a lower semicontίnuous function on M in the vague
topology, then
(6.23) Em Φ(Lt(ω, ))^ SUP
z/ Φ is an upper semίcontinuous function on M in the vague topology, then
(6.24) ΠrnΦ(ί,,(ω, ))^supΦ(μ) P~
o
-
a
.
s
.
In the following, if L=— Σf.y-i aiiQ2ldxidxi, where (αfy) is a positive
definite symmetric matrix, then λL denotes the smallest eigenvalue of — L for
the ^-dimensional ball of unit radius with the Dirichlet condition.
Theorem 6.5. Suppose that (H) is satisfied with (aij) being positive definite.
Further, suppose that (6.4) and (6.12) are satisfied. Then for any />0 there
exists a constant kt such that
O
(6.25) Urn %[o>;] | ω(ί) | fc = Λ/ P- a.s. ,
•-
A/= 1 if and only if /Ξ> \/XL
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We now state the Chung type law of iterated logarithm for the process P*0
before proving Theorem 6.5.
Theorem 6.6. Suppose all the hypotheses in Theorem 6.5 are satisfied.
Then
(6.26) lim βug I « W I = Vλl ft
β
-a.8.
This can be deduced from Theorems 6.2 and 6.5. See [16; Example 6.4]
for the details.
REMARK 6.1. In this section we can take a norm | | in Rd arbitrarily, but
it must be fixed throughout. Note that the definition of the "ball" depends
on the choice of the norm, and hence so does λL. If, in particular, d= 1 and
L=—d2/dx21 then \L=aπ
2/S.
z*
REMARK 6.2. By a similar argument, we can also prove the analogue of
(6.26) for a suitable process {x(t)} such that {r(\)x(t/\)} converges to a sym-
metric stable process as λ-»0, where r(λ) is some regularly varying function
as λ I 0 of index I/a with a being the index of the limiting stable process.
In that case (log log t/t)1/2 in (6.26) should be replaced by r(log log t/t). We
note that the analogous results for a symmetric stable process and for sums of
independent identically distributed random variables in the domain of attraction
of a stable distribution have been already known [10], [16].
Proof of Theorem 6.5. Let Φt(μ) = μ(B(l)) and Φί(μ) = μ(B(l)\ />0.
By applying (6.24) to Φ/ and (6.23) to Φ/, we can prove (6.25) with
£/ = SUp Φ,(μ) = SUp Φί(μ);
f*e<7 μetf
the second equality follows from the fact that any μ^C is absolutely continuous
with respect to the Lebesgue measure (see below). It only remains to prove
(6.27) k, = 1 if and only if /^ vT,.
It is known [6; Theorem 5] that 7(μ,)<°° if and only if μ is absolutely continu-
ous with respect to the Lebesgue measure dx and
J dΣ
ί=l
where φ= \/dμ/dx and d/dx* is in the generalized sense. Moreover, in that
case we have
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(6.28,
Therefore, if λ(/) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of — L for the ball B(ΐ) with
the Dirichlet condition, then we have
(6.29) λ(/) - inf {/(/,); μϊΞ3U(Rd), μ(B(l)) = 1} ,
which is the classical variational formula for λ(/). Further, it is well known that
(6.30) \(l)=\(l)/P=\L/P.
Now let /S^Vλ^ so that λ(/)^l. Let φ be the normalized (fφ2dx=l) eigen-
f unction corresponding to λ(/) and let μ
φ
(dx)=φ(x)2dx. Then we have, from
(6.28),
so that/^e C. Therefore, we have
B(l)
which means A/=l. On the other hand, let /<\/λ^ Since Φ/(μ) is upper
semicontinuous and since C is compact, there exists a μ€ΞC such that
= Φl(μ)=μ(B(l)).
Thus, if kt=l, then (6.29) implies λ(/)^/(μ). But since λ(/)=λj/2>l, we
have /(//,)>!, which contradicts the fact that μ^C. Hence we get &/<!,
proving (6.27). Q.E.D.
In the following we prove the Chung type laws of iterated logarithm for
the processes in Examples 5.2 and 5.3.
Theorem 6.7. Let (ά, £F, P), {P°} and L be as in Example 5.3. Then for
P -almost oil ώeΔ
(6.31) P(ω: 1±D sup |
 ω
(s) \ =
/or all x^Rd.
Proof. It suffices to check (6.4) and (6.12). But (6.4) is the same as
saying that if 8
n
 \ 0 and if |#J— >oo, then for each t>0
|^12) = 0 for all
in the notation in Example 5.3, which is immediate from the estimate (5.29)
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for p°'\t, x, y). Next note that
\
ω(s)-X\ *R)ί - - ,
where /(*, Rβ) = sup Pf(|ω(s)— #| ^Λ/2). Hence (6.12) is also immediate
from (5.29). °"'f* Q.E.D.
Theorem 6.8. Let {Yy(t}} be the Q-process on a Polish space S in Example
5.2 starting at y^S, and let F(y)=(F\y), •• ,Fd(y)) be a bounded continuous
function on S with values in Rd satisfying the centering condition (5.18). Let
L= — Σ aiid2jdxidxj be defined by (5.21) and assume that (aij) is positive definite.
Then f or ally <ΞS
(6.32) M(1^)1/2
o
S
s
Up(|jV(F^))ώ|=VxI a.s.
Proof. Let
(6.33) X* '(t) = x+(t F( Y\ή)ds , * ^  0 , (x,y)<=RdχS.
Then (X*-y(t\ Yy(t)) forms a Markov process on RdχS starting at (x,
X S. For any £>0 define
Then (#8(£), j>f(r)) forms the Markov process generated by U in (5.20) starting
at (6x,y) (see Remark 5.2). Let PJt> denote the measure on fl"*" induced by
the process {#*(•)} ίn (6.34) and let P
x>y denote that by {Xx y( )}. It suffices
to check (6.4) and (6.12) for {Pl>y}> {Px,y} and π(x, y) = x. We claim that
there exist OO and εQ>0 such that for any £e(0, £0) and any t>0
(6.35) sup Pi.,(τί
 (κ; D ^  ί) ^  C(ί+£).
We assume (6.35) for a while. If £
Λ
 j 0, l^tfj-*00, and jyM^5 are arbitrary,
then for any ί>0 and any
^ US PI- (\ ω(ί)-€
Λ
 I ^  Λ.) (Λ. =
If^ oo
^ fim PV^;( I
 ω
(tjR2
n
)-€nXn/Rn \ ^  1)
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^ lim C(t/R2
n
+£
n
/R
n
) = 0 ,
Λ^.00
which proves (6.4), and we have
,.,(τJ(,
ίΛ
 ^ ί) ^ Pl'.
= 0(tlR*)+0(\IR)
as ί/#2->0 and ί/Λ-^oo, proving (6.12).
It remains to prove (6.35). Recall that
j j ,
 =
 1 n , 1
We first note that for any bounded smooth function φ(x) on Λ1* having bounded
derivatives of all orders we can find for each £>0 a function φ*(x, y) such that
(6.36) sup I φ\x, y)-φ(x) \ ^  C€(l +£),
*,y
(6.37) sup I L*φ\x, y)-Lφ(x) \ ^  Cε
*,y
for some constant C independent of £>0. Such estimates are given in [22],
but we give here the proof in our special case for the convenience of the reader.
For simplicity, let d=l. We find φ*(x,y) in the form
(6.38) φ\x, y) = φW+εψfa y)+ε2ψ2(x, y) ,
where Ψι(x}y) and ψ2(#, y) are bounded functions on RdxS. Observe that
L'φ\x, y) = j- [ρψ^ y)+F(y)φ'(x)]
(6.39) +D9 (^*, y)+F(y}(X> y)]
Let X(y) be the solution of -QX=F (see (5.23)) and let Ψι(x,y)=φ'(x)X(y) so
that QΨι+Fφr=Q. Then, noting that
o~
x
*
ι(x> y]p(dy} =
we can see that
(X,y)= \ [F(z)js Qx
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solves —Qψ2=F—ψ1-Lφ (see (5.10)), so that
ox
LV(«, y)-Lφ(x) = εF(y)-2(X, y) .
o
Since, ψ ,,, ψ2 and — -ψ 2 are bounded, we obtain (6.36) and (6.37).dx
Let Pχty denote the probability measure governing the process (x*(t), y*(t))
in (6.34) starting from (6x,y), and Es
x>y denote the expectation with respect to
Pxty. Since (#*(£), y*(i)) is a Markov process generated by L8,
φ\x\t), y>(t))-φ\εx, y)- Γ L'<p<(x°(s), y\s))ds
Jo
is a martingale under Pl^ so that
El,y[φ\X\t/\r), y'(tΛτ))] = ?><(£*, y)+JS.,[ ΓΛT ^ V(**(*),Jo
where r=τ^(e, . ύ(x\ }). It follows from (6.36) and (6.37) that
sup \L
φ
(ξ)\+cε).
1)
If we take φ( ) so that φ(ζ)= \ζ— βx\2 for ξ&B(βx; 1) and φ^0t then we have
which proves (6.35). Q.E.D.
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